FREE COMMUNICATIONS
June 19th, 2018

Scientific Committee chairman: Dr André MONROCHE
Scientific committee vice-chair: Pr Xavier BIGARD

Founding and honorary President: Mme Liliane LAPLAINE-MONTHEARD

08.30: Welcome allocution – Dr. André MONROCHE

08.40: Sports activities as a medical prescription – Dr. Denys BARRAULT

09.00: The Evaluation of the Athlete Performance with Celiac Disease – Dr. Gülçin GURESCI

09.20: Clinical functional assessment and biomechanical isokinetic evaluation of patients after Achilles tendon percutaneous suture – Dr. Maria WOLFF-STEFANIAK

09.40: Spinal Cord Injury in Germany – Dr. Yorck-Bernhard KALKE

10.00: The impact of prevention programs in sports medicine: Healthy shoulder for young swimmers in Hungary – Dr. SZABO, Dr. DOROTTYA, Dr. LAZAR, Dr. ISTVAN, Dr. GOCZE, Dr. KATALIN

10.20: Osteopathy in Sport – Robert GRECH

10.40 – 11.00: BREAK

11.00: Patient’s perception of weight-related stigma in a Romanian sample – Dr. Aida PUIA, Dr. Ion C. PUIA, Dr. Paul PUIA, Dr. Dan PUIA

11.20: Nutrition and fatigue fracture at the High Level Sportsman – Dr. Sylvie BIDOT-MAURANT

11.40: Breast cancer: why rest isn’t always better – Dr. Ching LOPEZ, Dr. Buendía PEREZ, Dr. Pavón RODRIGUEZ, Dr. Martínez RUIZ
12.00: The Role of Resveratrol on Aging and Physical Activity – Dr. Rahmi Ertan ANLI

12.20: Examination of the relationship between the body weight and morphometric parameters in Kickbox Athletes – Dr. Serpil ÇİLİNGİROĞLU ANLI

12.40: Cerebral commotions and rugby – Dr. Alain SEYNAEVE

13.00: Cerebral commotions in sports French Boxing Savate – Dr. André MONROCHE

13.20: END